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A MARKETING ACADEMIC’S ODYSSEY
Marketing’s Productivity Crisis
The Image of Marketing
Does Marketing Need Reform?
Marketing Malpractices

In Search of Marketing Excellence
Share of Heart

Firms of Endearment
How World Class Companies Profit from Passion & Purpose
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THE TENETS OF CONSCIOUS CAPITALISM

H E A L I N G S P I C E E

T A C T I L E S E L F L E S S
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WHO?HOW?

WHY? WHAT?



Every profession/business function has 
an innate higher purpose

What is marketing’s higher purpose?
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How can marketing create real value 
for customers, companies and society?

Customer loyalty and trust 
have gone way down

Marketing spending has 
gone way up



ACCEPTABILITY 
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ACCESSIBILITY



The 20th Century marketing paradigm 
mirrored a product centric consciousness
Marketing was about hucksterism

Huckster: 

1) A peddler or hawker

2) One who uses aggressive, showy, 
and sometimes devious methods to 
promote or sell a product



The 21st Century marketing paradigm 
needs to reflect a customer centric 
mindset that turns marketers into healers 

Healing: 

1) To restore to health or soundness; cure

2) To restore to spiritual wholeness

3) To become whole and sound



REASONS TO GROW

Expand Your Empire

Spread Your Ministry
or

You can expand through embrace or conquest. But 
you cannot include people by conquering them. Sadhguru



The New Marketing
How we market is becoming as important as what
we market
The Holy Grail: Greater customer loyalty, trust and 
advocacy at lower cost 
Marketing should have a positive impact on the 
culture
Amplification: Figure out who you are and what you 
stand for, and then convey that to prospective 
customers



Customers Want Brands that Authentically 
Care and Contribute

“Exclusive” -60%
“Arrogant” -41%
“Sensuous” -30%
“Daring” -20%

“Kindness & empathy” +391%
“Friendly” +148%
“High quality” +124%
“Socially responsible” +63%

Young & Rubicam’s BrandAsset Valuator (BAV) poll of consumer values, attitudes and shopping behaviors – 2005-2009



What is Conscious Marketing?
Marketing with a heart: truly caring about 
customers
Based on shared purpose, values, trust & 
authenticity
Stakeholder-oriented
Requires lower level of marketing spending 
Aligns customer, company and societal interests



Start with Why: Be bigger than the bottom line
Focus on customer quality of life: real needs, not 
just wants and desires
Commitment to truth: No tricks, gimmicks
Reject all “side effects”
Have a positive impact on the culture
Lead the customer - "Prescribe"

Guiding Principles of Conscious Marketing



Simplify life for customers
Predictable, ethical pricing
Treat suppliers as customers
Treat competitors with respect
Recognize & celebrate acts of caring 
Look at total impact - Eight kinds of wealth

Guiding Principles of Conscious Marketing



Businesses Create But Can Also 
Destroy Many Kinds of Wealth

intellectualfinancial social emotional

spiritual cultural physical natural



There is no such thing as a side effect





As marketers, we exist to enrich the lives of our customers 
through beneficial innovation, honest information, and caring, 
respectful relationships. We never mislead or manipulate our 
customers. We work to continually enhance the trust that our 

customers place in us by operating with total transparency and 
integrity. We use our expertise to guide our customers towards 
decisions that enhance their quality of life, even if that means 

recommending our competitors’ products.

Marketing Credo


